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Abstract. Many new assistive input systems developed to meet the needs of
users with functional impairments fail to make it out of the research laboratory
and into regular use by the intended end users. This paper examines some of the
reasons for this and focuses particularly on whether the developers of such
systems are using the correct metrics for evaluating the functional attributes of
the input technologies they are designing. In particular, the paper focuses on the
issue of benchmarking new assistive input systems against a baseline measure
of useful interaction rate that takes allowance of factors such as input
success/recognition rate, error rate, correction effort and input time. By
addressing each of these measures, a more complete understanding of whether
an input system is practically and functionally acceptable can be obtained.
Keywords: Interaction rate, universal access, HCI, input technologies, error
rate, assistive technologies, acceptability

1 Introduction
Much of the research into Universal Access, both past and present, has focused on the
development of new and innovative assistive input device and interface design
technologies for users with functional impairments. It is widely accepted that the
traditional keyboard and mouse input arrangement does not serve those with a range
of functional impairments well [1].
For example, a person with severe vision impairment will experience significant
difficulties in using a mouse, not least because the feedback on the position of the
cursor on the screen is invariably visual only. Similarly, users with motor
impairments will typically experience comparable levels of difficulty, because of the
challenges presented in generating the quality of limb and digit control usually
required to position a mouse, click on its buttons or type on a keyboard [2].
Consequently, many researchers have taken the view that perhaps a new input device
/ user interface arrangement [e.g. 3] or a re-design of the device/interface [e.g. 4] may
alleviate or remedy the difficulties faced by many such users.
However, while the motivation for developing new assistive input and interaction
technologies is clear, the success of such devices has been mixed. It is still a common
problem that many of the new technologies developed rarely progress beyond the
research laboratory. Of those that do, many end up simply collecting dust on shelves,
never really used to the extent anticipated by their developers [5].
There are many reasons why individual assistive input technologies suffer this fate,
but there are a few that are reliably useful indicators of the likely success or otherwise

of such developments. Jakob Nielsen, for example, has identified that the success of a
product depends on it meeting both practical/functional acceptability and social
acceptability criteria [6]. He defines practical acceptability as including factors such
as cost, reliability, utility/functionality and usability. Social acceptability considers
factors such as brand identity, stigma, etc.
There is a large body of work looking at usability theory and overall acceptability
of products and systems. This paper focuses on one aspect in particular, that of the
challenge of establishing whether the practical acceptability offered by assistive input
systems has genuinely been met.
It is accepted that one of the principal reasons for the failure of the uptake of these
new solutions is that their development has typically focused on the
functional/technical issues, i.e., getting the solution to work, often to the detriment of
the softer/social issues, i.e., does it meet the wants, needs and/or aspirations of the
users [7].
It is also correct, though, to recognize that a failure to meet the practical
acceptability criteria will also translate to a failure of the product or system to succeed
in the real world. For assistive input systems, one of the major difficulties has been
that the functional aspect of the development often only considers a narrow part of the
interaction process as the metric of success. In many cases, this is usually input
recognition rate [e.g. 8]. This paper explores the possibility of developing more
complete measure of the functionality of new input devices.

2 Functional Impairments and Computer Access
There are several approaches to categorizing types of functional impairment. One of
the most straightforward was inspired by the work of Card, Moran and Newell on the
Model Human Processor [9]. Effectively, they proposed a model of interaction that
consists of three elements:
Total time = x τp + y τc + z τm

(1)

In this equation, x, y and z are integers and τp, τc and τm correspond to the times for
single occurrences of the perceptual, cognitive and motor functions respectively. It is
possible to categorize impairments along these lines of functionality.
Perceptual impairments are those that affect a user’s ability to perceive the state of
the world around them and are principally focused on the five senses. In the case of
computer access, the human senses of most interest are vision and hearing [10].
Indeed, vision impairments have received arguably the lion’s share of research effort
and also have the most successful assistive technologies to facilitate better interaction,
with products such as JAWS achieving strong market positions [11]. Blindness and
low vision present challenges with most stages of human-computer interaction, from
input actions, such as text entry and cursor control, to perceiving output, such as
reading text on a screen or interpreting a figure or diagram.
Cognitive impairments are those that affect the user’s ability to understand or
respond to the state of the world around them. Such impairments can include memory
loss or reduction, learning and communication difficulties and executive function

limitations [12]. It is often argued that cognitive impairments are the most “hidden”
ones, since their presence is often more difficult to identify and, once identified, to
also diagnose. However, they are beginning to be researched more frequently [e.g. 13]
than, say, 10 years ago. Typical solutions can include personalized diaries and
reminders for medication and other reminders, assistive word processors for help with
typing and dialogue structures, etc. More innovative solutions include emotion and
affective state recognition to assist people with Asperger’s and forms of autism [14]
and also deep question and answer systems, such as IBM Watson [15].
Finally, motor impairments can create difficulties with both text entry and cursor
control in a typical computer interaction scenario [1]. Symptoms such as tremor,
spasm, restricted range of motion and weakened muscles can make both gross and
fine motor control a challenge [1].
Text entry assistance typically focuses on making keyboards more accessible
through physical assistance, for example adding keyguards, or using “soft” on-screen
keyboards or replacements, such as Dasher [16]. On-screen, soft keyboards are
usually activated by a dwell time function (in the case of a cursor control replacement
system) or some form of binary switch / scanning combination [5].
Cursor assistance can be in the form of adapted mouse replacement devices, such
as tablets or specially design mice/joysticks/trackballs [1]. One area of particular
promise is that of haptic assistance, such as through the addition of “gravity” to onscreen targets [17]. Other approaches include adapting or altering the processing of
the cursor input stream to make targets more “sticky” by slowing the cursor down
over the targets or by fixing a mouse button activation to the location of the button
down event, not the button up one [18]. More radical solutions involve changing the
input paradigm from the usual windows/icons approach to that of using gestures for
the input [19], for example.
As can be seen, there are many forms of functional impairments that can affect
human-computer interaction adversely and present specific challenges to particular
users. There are also many forms of potential assistance, each of which offer their
own particular combination of strengths and weaknesses. As discussed earlier, not all
of these assistive solutions are successful in the wild, so the question then becomes
whether there are more effective methods for identifying or predicting whether a
particular solution has a genuine chance of successful adoption by users in real world
circumstances.
As regards determining the social acceptability of a new technology or product,
approaches such as focus groups, user evaluations, etc., would usually be used [20].
These methods are generally well understood and widely accepted. However, there is
less of a consensus on methods of evaluating the practical acceptability of novel
interaction technologies.

3

Establishing a Measure of “Acceptable” Interaction

Most research papers addressing the development of novel input systems or
interaction paradigms usually focus on only one or two measures of success,
principally the rate of successful completion of a specified task, such as clicking on a

target or producing a particular gesture that is recognized correctly by the computer.
While clearly a very important measure, focusing on this metric only can lead to an
exaggerated view of the efficacy of the new input system/interface. There are other
important factors to consider, such as the definition of usability used by ISO [21]:
 Efficiency – i.e. the time taken and effort expended to complete a task
 Effectiveness – i.e. the ability to complete the task
 Satisfaction – i.e. user contentedness with the interaction
Using these definitions, satisfaction is typically measured through user surveys,
interviews, questionnaires, etc., after completing a series of tasks using the new
technology [7]. Efficiency is usually calculated by looking that the task completion
rates and times. Measuring effectiveness involves looking at error rates and effort
expended to correct for any errors that occur as well as proportion of tasks completed
[22]. However, while research papers addressing the development of assistive input
systems that include some form of user evaluation with the prototype system usually
include a summary of task completion times (i.e. a variant of the efficiency metric
above) and task completion rates (i.e. a partial treatment of the effectiveness metric),
it is less common to find an exploration of the frequency of errors. It is even less
common to find an analysis of the impact of those errors, with some experimental
designs not even recognizing the presence of errors.
Even in the comparatively rare instances where such analyses exist, it can be
argued that the final piece of the jigsaw is still missing – i.e. a comparison with an
accepted baseline measure. Fundamentally, even where the developers do such
analysis, they often fail to reflect on whether the assistive input system that they have
developed meets an acceptable level of interaction. It is all well and good to say that it
takes x seconds to complete a task, with an error rate of y%, but the real question is
whether those task completion and error rates are acceptable to the intended end users
[23]. Basically, the question that really needs to be asked is:
 Does this new assistive input system equal or outperform the other systems
available to the end users?
If the answer to this question is negative then that immediately casts doubt upon
the likely successful adoption of the system being developed by users outside of the
research laboratory. Fundamentally, if users can obtain better interaction rates using
an existing, and most likely proven, assistive input system then they are less likely to
wish to switch to a new or different one.
Even where the answer to the question above is positive, there is still a further
question to be asked:
 Does this new assistive input system meet the full needs, wants and aspirations of
the end users?
A simpler, more direct formulation of this question is:
 Is this new assistive input system good enough?

The reason for asking this second question is that for users with more severe
impairments there may not be a suitable or practical input system readily available.
However, in all but the most extreme cases, some form of input is usually possible
through the use of simple binary, i.e. on/off, switches and a scanning on-screen
keyboard. Consequently, it can be argued that the very minimum target for user
acceptance of a new assistive input system is that it should at least outperform the
scanning/binary switch input approach.
3.1

Measuring text input

Text input is typically reported in terms of words per minute [e.g. 24]. It may also be
reported as characters per minute, if that is a more meaningful metric, such as when
typing rates are unusually slow or where a more detailed analysis is required [25].
However, defining a “word” is not straightforward. Many approaches simply
assume that a word is 5 characters in length, with a following space implicitly (5
characters) or explicitly (5+1 characters) associated with it. In many modern systems,
the impact of word prediction systems needs to be considered. It is not clear how
often users need to actually enter all 5 characters to make a word when a predictive
system is also being used, thus raising a question over the calculations made using the
5 or 5+1 assumptions.
There is a choice to be made over how to handle errors. Some researchers simply
choose to ignore that errors may exist, e.g. by not supporting or allowing error
correction in the design of the experiment. Others remove words with errors in them
from the data analysis. Neither of these are ideal solutions when looking at users with
motor impairments where errors will most often carry a significant correction penalty,
i.e. the amount of effort required to correct any errors will be non-trivial, and also
where the frequency of errors can be expected to be significant.
Where errors are identified, they are typically reported through metrics that capture
deviations from the expected minimum, error-free input, such as Mean String
Distance (MSD) or Keystrokes per Character (KSPC) [26]:
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where INF = Incorrect and Not Fixed character entries, IF = Incorrect but Fixed, F
= Fixing non-character entries (e.g. a backspace or other edit function) and C =
Correct character entries. Other measures are possible [26], but are not used as often
as MSD and KSPC.

3.2

Measuring cursor input

The most common approach to measuring cursor input is to use a Fitts’ Law type
experiment. Fitts’ Law has undergone a number of modifications since first proposed
and one of the more common formulations is the Shannon one [e.g. 27]:

Movement _Time = a + b* ID

(4)

where a and b are constants and the Index of Difficulty (ID) is:
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(5)

in which A is the distance travelled towards the target and W is the width of the
target along the direction of travel.
Although experiments have confirmed that Fitts’ Law can be applied to users with
motor impairments, there is again little explicit handling of errors. A more
sophisticated set of cursor measures has been developed to look at the detail of the
quality of cursor control [28] and these measures have been applied successfully to
examine the quality of cursor control for users with severe motor impairments [29].
Again, though, while these measures can tell a lot about what is happening to the
cursor input, they do not necessarily help researchers and designers determine if the
quality of the input is sufficiently good by themselves. There is a clear need for a
baseline measure to compare against.
3.3

Measuring overall interaction rate

As can be seen from the discussion above, there are many ways of examining the
details of human-computer interaction. However, while those methods may make
good research tools, they do not typically answer the question raised earlier–
specifically: is the input system good enough?
To answer this question succinctly, a simple metric needs to be considered, one
that can help a developer or researcher know immediately if the new system is
operating in the correct ballpark. A likely candidate for such a measure is the bit rate
of useful information transfer between the user and the computer utilizing the
assistive input system.
An example of how such a calculation can be made is illustrated by a gesture
recognition system [30]. In that experiment, users were able to generate a range of
possible gestures (the vocabulary). Rather than using a simple recognition rate, a
scoring system was implemented where correctly recognized gestures were scored as
+1, non-recognized gestures were scored as a 0 or null return and misrecognized
gestures were scored as -1 to reflect that a corrective action would be needed to fix
the error. The overall input samples gathered from each user were then normalized
and scaled to a range of -100 to +100 to remove any data collection inconsistencies.
That score was then combined with the vocabulary size and the time taken to
produce and recognize each gesture into a single measure, the bit rate of useful
information transfer between the user and the system:

Bit _ rate =

log 2(Vocabulary _ size)*
Time _ taken

Score
100

(6)

It can be seen from the formulation of equation (6) that a system scoring 0 or less
will not generate any useful bit rate since the user will be permanently trying to
correct incorrect inputs, which is intuitively correct.
3.4

Benchmarking the interaction rate

If the notion of the bit rate of useful information transfer is taken as the most
appropriate measure for benchmarking the practical acceptability of an assistive input
system, then it is further possible to establish a baseline to compare the bit rate
against.
As discussed earlier, the most basic working input system for almost all users with
severe motor impairments is the simple binary switch used in conjunction with a
scanning on-screen keyboard. Each successful binary switch input will generate 1 bit
of information by definition. It is known from the work on the Model Human
Processor [9] that for an able-bodied user the typical response time to a stimulus is
≈ 250ms, where the perceptual response time (τp) ≈ 100ms, cognitive cycle time (τc)
≈ 70ms and motor response time (τm) ≈ 70ms. Thus, if we assume no prediction, the
idealized input interaction for an able-bodied user would look something like:
Time_per_input = τp [see the choice] + 2 τc [identify each of the options] + τc
[decide on which option] + τm [operate the switch] + f(t)
(7)
where f(t) is the mean time for the scanning input to land on the option to be
selected. In the limiting case, and without the ability to predict ahead, the fastest
scanning speed possible is anticipated to be 250ms per target. If standard able-bodied
performance parameters are used in equation (7), the mean idealized time per bit of
useful information using such a scanning keyboard is approximately 100ms + 140ms
+ 70ms + 70ms + 250ms = 630 ms, giving a useful information transfer bandwidth of
(1/0.63) = 1.59 bits/s. For comparison, the bits rates seen for the gesture recognition
system used in [30] ranged from 0.56 bits/s to 0.77 bits/s.
Of course, the values used in (7) above were derived for able-bodied users. The
comparable values for motor impaired users have also been determined empirically
[31]. Typical values for each of the Model Human Processor parameters were found
to be: perceptual response time (τp) ≈ 100ms, cognitive cycle time (τc) ≈ 110ms and
motor response time (τm) ≈ 110, 210 or 310ms, depending on the severity of the
impairment. From these values, it can be seen that a baseline idealized interaction
time for the binary switch/scanning input is approximately 100ms + 220ms + 110ms
+ 110|210|310ms + f(t). Note that f(t) may have to be varied to allow for the range of
reaction times, i.e. 320ms, 420ms or 520ms depending on the severity of the
impairment and thus also the associated motor function time.
Consequently, using these assumptions, the best-case interaction rate for a user
with a motor impairment is (1/0.86) = 1.16 bits/s (based on τm = 110ms). For users
with severe motor impairments, that rate decreases to (1/1.05) = 0.95 bits/s. It can be

seen from these calculations that the binary switch and scanning input outperforms
the gesture input system described in [30].

Conclusions
To improve the success of assistive input systems outside of the research laboratory, it
is necessary for researchers and developers to take a more sophisticated view of how
well the systems that they are developing genuinely meet the needs of the users.
While methods for assessing the social acceptability of such systems are widely
understood, although not necessarily undertaken, there is much more variability over
the approaches to measure the practical acceptability of such systems.
This paper has discussed the notion of focusing on a single measure, the bit rate of
useful information transfer, as a possible more sophisticated metric than measures
such as recognition rate. It has also introduced a method for establishing a
straightforward baseline for such a measure to be compared with.
The measure and baseline can be further improved – this paper proposes them as a
work in progress and not as a definitive set of baselines. For example, the scoring
system used in [30] could be modified to penalize incorrect recognitions further to
better reflect the effort required to correct an error. Equally, the approximations for
f(t) in equation (7) should be determined empirically and an error rate could be
introduced. In practice, it would be rare for a user to be faced with an unexpected
choice for the scanning input. An element of prediction and anticipation would
usually be expected, where f(t) could perhaps tend to significant reductions in the
times used above.
Overall, though, the use of such a metric would help designers and researchers
understand the likely success or otherwise of a new assistive input system more
clearly than the metrics that currently prevail.
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